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Green Point opens a second branch in Indonesia
Surabaya, 9 August 2018. Compressor specialist BITZER’s service network Green Point has opened a
new site in Surabaya, Indonesia. Both companies have been pioneering in Indonesia, being among the
first compressor manufacturers and service providers in the island country.
BITZER has been represented with an office in Surabaya since May 2016. On 10 July 2018, the world’s
largest independent manufacturer of refrigeration compressors also opened a branch of its service
network Green Point in the port city: Green Point offers professional compressor repair, maintenance
and overhauling of its compressors, Original BITZER Spare Parts and oils as well as an extensive range
of services, such as preventive maintenance, oil analysis and many others. This enables customers and
partners to protect their products and business. The network consists of numerous members who have
long-standing partnerships with Green Point and BITZER itself.
Back in 2007, the first Green Point office ever was opened in Jakarta – marking the beginning of the
Green Point era. The office provided all information necessary to develop and improve the new
concept. Luca Bernini, Managing Director PT BITZER Compressors Indonesia and Green Point
Indonesia, is delighted: ‘We successfully opened our second Indonesian Green Point in the presence of
many of our customers and end users. This important investment is a strong commitment again to the
Indonesian market to give more widespread regional support to all BITZER customers in East Java.’
About 50 customers attended the office opening. In the evening of the same day, around 80
customers and BITZER Indonesia staff members participated in the evening celebrations at Shangri-La
Hotel Surabaya.
Green Point Surabaya representative:
Mr Esa Fadillah Affandypurwana, Technical Sales Manager, Esa.Fadillah@bitzer.co.id
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■
The BITZER Group is the world’s largest independent manufacturer of refrigeration compressors. With its
distributors and production facilities for reciprocating, screw and scroll compressors, as well as heat exchangers
and pressure vessels, BITZER is represented all over the globe. In 2017, 3,500 employees generated sales of
€740 million.
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Image 1: Luca Bernini, Managing Director PT BITZER Compressors Indonesia and Green Point
Indonesia, giving his speech at the office opening
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Image 2: BITZER Original Spare Parts

